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ABSTRACT
Recent information theoretic results on a class of broadcast
channels with layered decoding and/or layered secrecy are
overviewed. Designs for different models are compared and
applications of these results to fading wiretap channels and
secret sharing are briefly discussed. An outlook, focusing on
theoretical challenges concludes the overview.
1. INFORMATION THEORETIC MODELS
We briefly introduce four models all belonging to the class
of degraded broadcast channels with layered decoding and/or
layered secrecy. More details can be found in [1].
The first model is the degraded broadcast channel with
layered decoding and non-layered secrecy, in which a transmitter sends K messages W1 , . . . , WK to K receivers with
each receiver k, decoding the first k messages, and the eavesdropper ignorant of all messages. The capacity achieving
scheme superposes multiple layers together with each layer
carrying one more message than its previous layer. Furthermore, each layer applies random binning to secure not only
the message in this layer but also all higher-layer messages.
The second model is the degraded broadcast channel with
non-layered decoding and layered secrecy, in which a transmitter sends K messages W1 , . . . , WK to one legitimate receiver, and each eavesdropper k, needs to be kept ignorant of
the messages Wk , . . . , WK , for k = 1, . . . , K. The capacity achieving scheme encodes each codeword with multiple
messages so that lower-layer messages can serve as a random
source to protect higher-layer messages.
The third model is the degraded broadcast channel with
layered decoding and layered secrecy, in which a transmitter
sends K messages W1 , . . . , WK to K receivers. Receiver k
is required to decode the first k messages W1 , . . . , Wk , and
is kept ignorant of messages Wk+1 , . . . , WK . The capacity
achieving scheme is similar to that for the first model except
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that random binning within one layer only protects the message corresponding to the same layer.
The fourth model is the degraded broadcast channel with
layered decoding and layered secrecy and with secrecy outside a bounded range. We focus on the case in which the
transmitter has four messages W1 , . . . , W4 intended for the
four receivers. Receiver k is required to decode the messages
W1 , . . . , Wk . Furthermore, W3 needs to be kept secure from
receiver 1, and W4 needs to be kept secure from receivers
1 and 2. Hence, each message is secured from a receiver
with two-level worse channel quality. The capacity achieving
scheme applies the joint design of superposition, embedded
coding, random binning, and rate splitting and sharing.
2. APPLICATIONS
We discuss two applications of the broadcast models described in Section 1. The first application is to the fading
wiretap channel, in which the legitimate and eavesdropping
channels are corrupted by multiplicative random fading gains.
In the case that the transmitter does not know the fading gains,
the legitimate and eavesdropping channels can be viewed as
having multiple states. A layered transmission scheme can
be designed so that more layers can be decoded if the legitimate channel has better quality, and more layers can be
made secure if the eavesdropper channel has lower quality.
Thus, such an approach naturally yields a degraded broadcast
channel with layered decoding and secrecy requirements as
discussed in Section 1, and the secrecy capacity results for
such models can be applied.
The second application is to the secret sharing problem
with multiple secrets, which can be shown to be equivalent to
the broadcast channel with secrecy requirements. Namely, the
groups of participants that are required to determine secrets
should be viewed as legitimate receivers and the groups of
participants that are required to be ignorant of secrets should
be viewed as eavesdroppers.
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